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NEWS 1
New NCYU President Dr. Han-Chien Lin
Vision 2030: Passing on the Heritage

Dr. Han-Chien Lin, Professor of the Department of Wood Based Materials and Design, has
been named as the 8th President of National Chiayi University. The inaugural ceremony of
the new president and appointment ceremony of new chief officers were held at the
International Conference Hall on the Lantan campus on the morning of Feb. 8th. Hundreds
of people attended the ceremony, including former presidents of NCYU; Mayor Huang
Ming-Hui from the Chiayi City Government; Legislator Tsai Yi-Yu from the Legislative
Yuan; Hwa-Ching Lin, Director General of the Forestry Bureau, Council of Agriculture,
Executive Yuan; Zhang Yong-Lin, President of the Taiwan NCYU Alumni Association; Luo
Qing-Yuan and Lin Guo-Cun, respectively President and Honorary President of the R. O. C.
National Chiayi University Distinguished Alumni Association; presidents of regional alumni
associations nationwide; guests of honor from the industry, government and academia; as
well as the faculty and staff of the university.
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With a loving and cherishing heart, Prof. Han-Chien Lin will perform his duty as the
new President with full commitment and adhere to the philosophy of governance:
"Teachers and Students–mutual trust, care, and love of the university; Campus–smart life
and happiness; Student Recruitment–progressive quality and sustainable heritage; Teaching–
whole-person education through networking; Research–passing on the wealth of academic
knowledge now and the past; Internationality–establishing an effective exchang platform;
Service–fulfilling the social responsibility as a university; and Administration–mutual
learning and harmonious functioning. " He hopes to become the integrator of resources and
opinions, deploy the resources where needed, pass on the heritage, and develop the
characteristics of NCYU. He will also devote himself to setting up a clear vision for the
university, thus realizing the future goals of NCYU.

President Han-Chien Lin studied at NCYU (then National Chiayi Institute of Agriculture)
from 1979 to 1984. Receiving his doctoral degree from Kyushu University, Japan, in 2002, he
has been joining the faculty of NCYU for more than two decades since 1997. With a wealth of
experience as an administrator, he has served as Chief of the Planning Division of the Office
of Research and Development, Chairman of the Department of Forest Products Science,
Chairman of the Department of Forest Products Science and Furniture, Chairman of the
Military Education Office, Dean of Student Affairs, Chief Secretary of the Secretariat Office,
Chief of the Office of Research and Development plus Director of the Operation Center of
Industry and University Cooperation, Chairman of the Global Master Program of
Agricultural Science, Dean of the College of Agriculture, etc.
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President Han-Chien Lin has hosted 27 research projects, obtained 7 patents for
inventing applied activated carbon, and won the 33rd Forestry Academic Award for
Outstanding Contribution to Wood Physical Processing, NCYU Outstanding Faculty Award
for Teaching Excellence in the academic year 2005-2006, and Outstanding Teacher Award at
"NCYU Exemplary Learning Seminar" for the first semester in the academic year 2010-2011,
among others. From 1997 to 2021, he published 10 book chapters (including 3 abroad and 7 at
home) and 96 journal articles (including 48 SCI papers, 5 foreign journal papers, 3 EI papers,
and 40 reviewed articles at home), among other academic publications.
Chiayi City Mayor Huang Ming-Hui
mentioned that she is forever grateful to
NCYU teachers for their unswerving guidance
even after graduation, and that the university
remains her greatest support in serving the
citizens. In the future, she hoped to continue
working with President Lin in serving the
community and contributing to the society, so
that the good of NCYU can be known by more
people. She also anticipated that NCYU and
Chiayi City could prosper together and secure
a place on the world stage.
According to Legislator Tsai Yi-Yu from the Legislative Yuan, NCYU, founded for over a
century, boasts a profound history. In the days to come, he expected that the university, under
the leadership of President Lin, will continue to nurture remarkable talents for our society
and lend new vigor to Taiwan.
In the inaugural speech, President Lin indicated that education requires long-term
commitment and planning. Under the changing environment of education, impact of the
decling birthrate, future national policies, and internal and external circumstances facing the
universities, they need to pass on the heritage of their predecessors, and focus on the
development of the characteristics of the university, with its diverse colleges and departments.
With limited resources, we should plan for effective and proper utilization of resources,
institutionalize the allocation of funds, plan for proper allocation of teachers, and maintain
openness and transparency of financial management. The aim is to ensure the basic needs and
quality of teaching and learning, and distribute resources where most needed, so that equal
importance can be given to education, research, and promotion. With “Vision 2030: Passing on
the Heritage – Ten Years to Grow a Tree, One Hundred Years to Educate a Person” as the
goal for future development, he expected himself to lead NCYU into a new era.
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NEWS 2
Mr. Nurullah Ayvaz, Deputy Representative of
Turkey in Taiwan, give a lecture on "Visit Turkey"

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to circulate around the world, most students
cannot go abroad for studying and researching. To keep students in line with the world, the
International Master Lecture organized by the Office of International Affairs invited
diplomats with rich international experience to give speeches at the university. On April 24,
2022, the Deputy Representative of the Turkish Trade Office in Taipei, Mr. Nuullah Ayvaz
was invited to deliver a lecture on the topic "Visit Turkey", which explained the specialty of
Turkey from the perspectives of history and geography, and unveiled the prospects of
interexchange between Taiwan and Turkey.
Graduated from Çukurova University in Turkey, the Deputy Representative Mr. Ayvaz
had served in the Turkish Embassy in Mongolia and the Turkish Embassy in Beijing, China,
before being designated as a diplomat to Taiwan at the end of2018. He has a deep
understanding of the situation in Asia and the Taiwan Strait.
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Mr. Ayvaz firstly introduced the population and geographical location of Turkey to give
the audience a picture of the current development situation of Turkey. Then he shared the
long and glorious history of Turkey, such as the mythical Trojan War and the establishment
of a mighty Ottoman Empire spanning Eurasia and Africa. That were all glorious times in
Turkey's 4,000-year history. He also illustrated the current economic situation of Turkey.
The national employment population consists of 16.7% in agriculture, 27.1% in industry, and
56.2% in the service industry. It shows that the service industry is the largest sector of the
economy in the country. However, Turkey remains the seventh-largest agricultural producer
in the world. There are many important industrial raw materials or agricultural products
that come mostly from Turkey. Therefore, Deputy Representative Aivaz hopes that Turkey
and Taiwan can have more communications and interactions in the agricultural industry in
the future, so as to enhance the economic and trade exchanges between the two sides.
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In addition, Turkish cuisine ranks among the three major cuisines in the world alongside
Chinese and French cuisines. The Deputy Representative demonstrated the country's special
tea culture and delicacies on the site without saying a word to provide the participating
students an opportunity to fully experience the Turkish food culture. All attendees tasted
authentic Turkish tea from the Black Sea region, paired with Turkish Delight (Lakum),
which was featured in the Hollywood movie "The Chronicles of Narnia". He also taught
everyone how to use bread or rice to dip beef and green bean stew, a turkish national dish. .
Each student fully experienced the beauty of traveling in Istanbul from sight, smell, and taste.
Finally, the Deputy Representative invited students to pay Turkey a visit to explore this
fascinating and mysterious country after the pandemic.
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NEWS 3
NCYU and Tunku Abdul Rahman University,
Malaysia, organize a series of academic lectures

Since the establishment of the cooperative relationship between National Chiayi University
and Tunku Abdul Rahman University (UTAR) in Malaysia in March 2016, the academic
delegations of the two universities have frequently exchanged visits. In response to the impact
of COVID-19 pandemic, the two universities start to deepen cooperation by creating online
teaching and learning opportunities. The two universities have co-hosted a series of online
lectures in the field of education. For example, on October 29, 2021, Dr. Cheng-Cheng Yang
from Teachers College of NCYU gave an academic lecture jointly held by the two
universities on the topic of "Transformations of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
of Taiwan". A total of 209 UTAR teachers and students participated online. On November
19, 2021, Dr. Yu-Hsia Lin from the Department of Special Education of NCYU gave a lecture
on "Quality Education and Job Opportunities in the field of Special Education (SDG 4
Quality Education)". There were 131 teachers and students from UTAR Malaysia attended the
meeting.
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On April 27, 2021, Dr. Ooi Kean Thong from
Tunku Abdul Rahman University (UTAR) gave a
lecture on “Students' Conservative Learning
Propensity and Its Influential System”. Dr. Ooi Kean
Thong obtained his Ph.D. degree from NANJING
University in 2017. His research interests include
pedagogy, curriculum design, and students'
learning styles. The speech included guiding
students to think about the difference between

learning and memory, explaining different types of memory, and explaining various learning
methods through the research and application of cognitive science in mental learning and teaching
courses. The lecturer encouraged students to try a variety of learning methods to connect new
knowledge with the living environment and experiences, no matter old or new. At the same time,
students will obtain the maximum learning effect through self-questioning and teaching others. A
total of 167 teachers and students from the Teachers College of NCYU attended the talk.

Dr. Lan-Szu Chou, the Director of International Affairs, and Dean Ming-Chung Chen of the
Teachers College, gave opening remarks for the speech. They both agreed that the two universities
can enhance mutual understanding of the teaching and research characteristics through the
communication of academic speeches. We look forward to continuing to have various academic
exchanges or collaborative teaching with UTAR in the future to provide our students with
diversified learning channels and opportunities for international exchanges.
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NEWS 4
NCYU participated in the signing ceremony of the
" Volunteer Internship Project for College Students"

In the morning of May 5, 2022, President Han-Chien Lin of National Chiayi University led
by Vice President Hung-Wen Lee and the Dean of International Affairs Lan-Szu Chou
jointly attended the online signing ceremony of the project "Volunteer Internship Project for
Junior College Students" held by The National University System of Taiwan and
International Cooperation and Development Fund.
The signing ceremony was attended by the principals or vice-principals of 11 schools in the
National University System of Taiwan. Shieu Fuh-sheng, President of the National University
System of Taiwan, and Timothy T. Y. Hsiang, Secretary-General of ICDF were invited to
deliver opening remarks. President Shieu said that this project is a strat of cooperation
between the NUST and the ICDF. The project plans to send 11 schools of the NUST to serve
as social service ambassadors overseas, which is one of the important programs of the
National University System of Taiwan. In hope of understanding Taiwan and carrying
forward the spirit of Taiwan as the core concept, the project will cultivate local students'
international outlook and develop a spirit of giving back to the international community
through activities such as social service ambassadors (international volunteers). Local
students will also pass on their rich international experience to their younger schoolmates, so
as to achieve the goal of promoting campus internationalization in each school.
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President Lin Han-chien said that the predecessor of National Chiayi University, also
known as "National Chiayi Institute of Agriculture", has cultivated many bright students
over the years and played a particularly significant role in the ICDF and other foreign aid
technical groups. Farming teams composed of our alumni have traveled to Ivory Coast,
Haiti, Malawi, Swaziland, Solomon Islands, Chad, Burkina Faso, Palau, Lesotho, Panama,
Liberia, Gambie Asia, Nicaragua, Senegal, and other countries. They provided service
areas reaching far and wide and were the forerunner of the school in entering the era of
globalization. In recent years, the Office of International Affairs has been inviting ICDF
to come to the University to explain foreign aid plans and recruitment methods. The
university will continue to follow with the note of intent for project cooperation and play
the role that each system school should play.
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